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Introduction
Purchasing Power provides your purchasing department with all the tools they need to fully automate
contract bidding, awarding, and purchase order preparation including contract preparation and the printing
of all necessary reports and documents. Since it links with the other IBSWIN modules, it shares the
common subcontractor, project, phase, and lot information. It provides a simple electronic interface to
your favorite construction accounting software to eliminate redundant data entry. Give your purchasing
department the power!

Subcontractor Information
Provides master database with all pertinent information on each of the subcontractors and
suppliers that you order from.

Specify the Subcontractors by Phase
Allows an easy way of specifying the subcontractors that will be used from the master list of a
specific project/phase.

Prepares off-site contracts
Simple entry of line by line off-site type contracts and change orders. Provides a simple one-screen
history of all the contracts issued to each sub.
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Automated on-site Type Contracts
By entering the bid cost per plan from a specific subcontractor the system will automatically
"spread" the cost to each lot and pay point. Saves time and errors.
Print contract turn-around documents with each lot and pay points.

Generate, Print, & Edit Option Purchase Orders
Simple interface to Options Plus allows purchasing to view the option orders and generate
necessary purchasing reports.

Create and Print other Purchase Orders
Provides a very simple tool for purchasing to generate and print additional purchase orders.

Automatic Contract Merge with Microsoft Word
Allows you to easily insert contract information with boilerplate documents prepared in Microsoft
Word.

Available Commitment Reports
Contracts, change orders, and purchase orders summarized by project/phase.
Purchase order detail by lot.
Commitment detail by subcontractor.

Automated Data Interface to Construction Accounting
Currently IBSWIN has interfaces with BudgeTrac and Sage 300.
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Purchasing Power Set-Up
The Purchasing Power module is designed to
automate every aspect of your purchasing
department.
By starting with entering your budgets, IBSWIN
allows you to enter and compare subcontractor
bids. It also provides a simple way of generating
Offsite Contracts (non-lot specific), Onsite
Contracts (lot specific), Option Purchase Orders,
and other work orders. It has a simple link to
Microsoft Word allowing you to easily generate your boilerplate contract agreements without having to
manually re-type the Agreements that you already have setup. In addition, Purchasing Power provides
simple and concise commitment and purchase order reporting.
As with the other IBSWIN modules you will have to set-up your Inventory (Projects, Phases, and
Sequence Sheets) and Subcontractor information before entering contracts. Refer to the appropriate
section(s) in the General Setup and Configuration User Guide for assistance. Below you will find the
additional set-up requirements for Purchasing Power.

Indirect/Offsite Contract Categories
This screen, found under Setup: Purchasing:
Indirect/Offsite Contract Categories, allows
you to setup general descriptions for offsite
contract types, such as Curbs & Gutters.
Since these type of contracts potentially have
multiple line items assigned to various
accounting cost codes, these categories allow
you to group your contract line items together
to be able to create your contract more easily.
Using the Detail Items button, as explained
on the next page, will help you create a master
budget, a bidding template for your
subcontractors, and allow you to save a lot of
data entry time when working with offsite
contracts.
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Adding detail items (creating bidding templates)
Using the Detail Items button, found in the indirect/offsite categories screen, allows you to create a
predefined list of line items for that contract type. These will display as a dropdown list in the offsite
section of Purchasing Power to help save data entry time and to also help with creating a budget and/or
bidding template.
Begin by inputting all the
detailed line items that are
normally associated with that
contract type. The items entered
here should include anything
that would normally be bid on
in any given project. You are
doing nothing more than
creating a master list of items.
For each detail item, you can
assign the Trade (or cost code),
add the Unit of Measurement,
the Item Description, and the
Unit Price (which can be the
average cost or regular of that item - if applicable). The Notes button allow you to input and extended
description if the main description line is not long enough.
Please Note: Each of these fields for each line can be changed at anytime within the Purchasing Power module.
Inputting in this screen strictly serves to save you input time when creating your budgets, bidding templates, or
contracts.

Select Onsite/Offsite Trade Codes
Found
under
Setup:
Purchasing:
Select
Onsite/Offsite Trade Codes, this screen allows you
tell IBSWIN which trades are onsite or offsite so that it
can display a shortlist of trades in the applicable
sections of Purchasing Power, including some of the
Budget reports.
It is important that your trade list is entered
completely, and correctly, before using this screen to
ensure that no trades or cost codes are missed. For
more information about set-up trade and cost codes,
please refer to the General Set-up and Configuration
User Guide.
8
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The Print function allows you to print, or export to excel, a comprehensive list of all trades, there
associated cost codes, and contract pay points (spread percentages and descriptions) sorted and filtered in
various ways depending on the options you select.

Preliminary Change Order Origins (PCO) (Offsite)
This is a simple screen that allows you to input where various Offsite
Change Orders can come from (or originate). For instance:
Architect, General Contractor, etc.
It simply becomes a drop down that can be selected in the offsite
contracts section of Purchasing power and is used for tracking and
categorization purposes for change orders.
(Please see page 17 for more information)

Subcontractor Pay Points/Contract Spread
There are two-ways of entering Pay Points or Contract Spread percentages and descriptions. One is at the
Cost Code/Trade level, and the other is at the Subcontractor level. Generally, entering them at the trade
level is adequate, but in some cases you may
have negotiated a different payment spread
with a specific subcontractor. In that case,
any pay points entered at the subcontractor
level, will always override the trade level.
To set-up your pay points, you will need to
make sure that all the necessary trades are
setup for the contracts you are issuing, along
with the respective subcontractors entered in
full. For more information please refer to the
General Setup & Configuration User Guide.

Important: Due to space restrictions in some reports pay point descriptions
are limited to 25 characters. By entering a space in any of the characters 11-15
will create a line break so that they do not get cut off.
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Setting up general Trade specific Pay Points (Onsite Only)
If you go to Setup: Subcontractor Trade Codes, you are able to enter the pay points and
descriptions via the Contract Spread button located on the bottom left of the screen (see picture
on previous page). Then simply enter up to 5 percentage amounts totaling 100% and the applicable
descriptions. These will used to spread the contract amounts to each of the lots and pay points.
There will be more detail on this subject later in the user guide.

Setting up Subcontractor specific Pay Points (Onsite and Offsite)
In addition to inputting the basic information for a subcontractor, you are also able to add pay
points with descriptions (for each trade code assigned to the subcontractor) which overrides the
generic trade level pay points or contract spread. This is ideal if you have negotiated a unique pay
structure with a specific subcontractor who works in a trade that usually has a generic pay structure
associated with it.
Simply go to Setup: Subcontractors and select the Contract Spread button. When you do, it will
open an window listing all the trades assigned to that Subcontractor. Just select the trade you wish
to input the Pay Points for and it will over ride anything entered at the trade level.
Please Note: For offsite contracts our system will always default to 100% for payment spreads. If there is a
case where you do need to input contract spread percentages for an offsite contract, you will need to do it at
the subcontractor level. If all you have is a retention % then you are able to enter that in a separate field
located below the Contract Spread Descriptions without needing to setup the main pay point.

Bidding by Project - Creating a Bid Master Phase
IBSWIN allows you to create what is known as a master
phase for onsite budgeting and bidding. What this allows you
to do is to enter your budget and bids for the entire project,
rather than phase by phase, and for all plan elevation
combinations and then copy them to each phase individually.
This is especially useful if your subcontractors bid for all plan elevation combinations which is usually the
case. This will allow you award bids from the Bid Master Phase (which also has your Master budget)
from one location to each phase as necessary, and to track any cost increases as well. (see page 12 for
more information).
To create a Bid Master Phase you will need to follow the standard procedure for setting up normal
construction phases under Setup: Inventory: Phases. The main difference is that when you setup a Bid
Master Phase that this phase will be checked-off as a Bid Master and should be given a unique name to
identify its purpose (as per picture).
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Creating Contract Merge Documents
In Purchasing Power you can use your existing contract documents or subcontractor letters (that are
created in Microsoft Word) to merge contact/subcontractor information from IBSWIN directly into them,
with a click of a button. By simply inserting the relevant merge fields from within Word you can create a
generic merge template for each type of document. Each time you print your template from within our
system any personalized information (e.g. recipient name, contact details, contract amounts, etc) will be
inserted automatically from Purchasing Power.
To create a merge (letter/contract) template you will need to have either
an existing letter or document (created in Word). To insert the merge
fields to be populated by Purchasing Power start by selecting Setup:
Merge Documents & Templates and then select the type of document
you are creating. Using the Find button, you will then browse and select
the Word document you wish to modify (or want to insert merge fields into) and select Print. Word will
then open twice.
The first instance of Word will open your letter as a template and the second will attempt to generate a
customized document (called Form Letter 1). As we are not generating any letters, nothing noticeable will
happen, and you can just ignore (or close) the form letter. However, when viewing your template (the first
document that opened), you will see a new menu/toolbar that is now available to you in Word.
This toolbar will assist you in inserting your merge fields. Use the Insert Merge
Fields button which, depending on your version of Word, will appear as either a
small icon (see right), or a button visibly named Insert Merge Fields. Generally it
will be located immediately to the left of the Insert Word Fields button which is used to insert default
Word fields. For instance, if you wanted to insert the today’s date you would use this button instead.
When you select the Insert Merge Fields button, a list of all the merge fields available (from IBSWIN)
will appear ready to be inserted into your template document or letter. This is as simple as pointing your
cursor to a specific location in your document where you would like your merge field to be inserted, press
the Insert Merge Fields button, and select the field you want. A special place holder will be inserted into
your document which will automatically be filled in with your data when you generate your document.
Keep inserting as many merge fields as you need and then save this new merge document template for
future use. (Examples of merge templates can be found directly in the IBSWIN folder).
The specific screens for generating your contract documents or letters are addressed later in this User
Guide under the Create a Contract sections for either Onsite or Offsite contracts. Once you have selected
your document to be generated, and selected print, similar to above when creating your template, Word
will open twice. The first instance, is your merge document template, and the second will be your newly
generated contract document or letter with all of your merge fields populated from IBSWIN. From Word
you can then print your document or letter(s). If need be, you can edit or customize your letters or contract
before printing, just like you would a normal document.
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Offsite Bidding & Contracts
These are non-lot specific contracts that are
linear in nature. An example of an offsite type
contract would be for either engineering or
grading that is required to prepare the land for
construction.
The Purchasing Power Offsite Contracts section of IBSWIN is broken down into 3 main sections:
Budgeting, Subcontractor Bid Entry, and Create a Contract.
If you do not wish to do bidding, then you can easily just go straight to the contracting section (page 15).
However, if you are wanting to track, and create bidding templates, for your offsite or indirect contracts
then you must first setup your budget, which will basically become your bidding template.

Offsite Budgeting (Creating a Bid Template)
To do any form of offsite bidding you must first enter your Budget Line Items. The budget will not only
provide a point of reference from which to compare bids with your budgetary requirements, but it will also
serve to create a standardized bidding template for each of your subcontractors so that you can easily
compare bids and line items costs.
There are two ways of accessing the budget
screen. One is via the Purchasing: Offsite
Contracts: Budgeting, or via the main
Subcontractor Bid Entry screen using the
Budget button (lower left corner).
If you go via the main menu, you will be
given the option to Import Budgets using
an Excel Spreadsheet. The formatting
required will be displayed on the import
screen. Otherwise, just select Add/Update
Budgets to select your indirect/offsite
phase to enter the main offsite budget
screen (pictured right).

Select New to create a new budget entry. The Budget Date column will default to today’s date, and can be
overwritten. The Budget Total will appear as zero. Enter any Comments/Descriptions you desire. A
Notes field is provided for any additional information you wish to enter. Select Detail to enter the detail
screen where you will be able to enter the Budget Line Items.
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The Budget Detail Entry screen is pictured below. Each line item contains the following specific
information: Item#, Trade Code, Cost Code (linked to the trade code), Quantity, Unit (e.g. hrs, bags,
boxes, lbs, etc.), Item Description, Unit Cost, Total Cost (automatically calculated), Notes (for more
detailed explanation or description), Item Date (defaults to today’s date but can be changed), and Export
Date (which is automatically filled in after the contract is exported to an accounting system).
To enter each item, select New
and then click on the Item
Description column. If you have
set-up your Offsite Detail Line
Items (see page 8) correctly, a
drop down will show listing the
items in your pre-defined list,
from which you can select the
appropriate item. Then continue
adding as many items as necessary
to your budget for this particular
contract.
Please Note: Any item that you select from the predefined list can be changed, updated, and modified in this screen
and made unique to this budget or project. The predefined list is only there to help save time.

After the budget line items have been entered you can hit the Save button to exit.
The Revision button, in the main budget screen, will automatically duplicate the selected budget with zero
cost. The Rev# column will reflect the next consecutive revision number for that budget. You will now be
able to enter the additional costs for this new budget.
The Print button will allow you to print our one of three reports. The actual Budget, a Bid Request form,
and a Budget Comparison report, each with their own filters and options, including exporting to excel.
The Copy function will allow you to copy your budget to other projects/phases.

Subcontractor Bid Entry
After choosing Purchasing: Offsite Contracts: Subcontractor Bid Entry, you will be asked to select
your offsite phase and the Indirect/Offsite Contract Category that you are entering your bids for.
Select the from the drop down menu, for the man budget screen pictured on the following page to appear.
It displays the summary record for bids that were previously entered for each subcontractor. Before you
can enter any bids you must first enter a budget. See previous section for details)
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Entering an Offsite Bid
Select New to enter a new bid. A new line item entry
will be created. The Bid Date will automatically
default to today’s date, (which can be overwritten),
and the Total Bid will be zero. Then select the
Subcontractor from the dropdown list. You are now
ready to enter the costs (as per the subcontractors
bid). This is done in the Budget Detail screen
(below), which you can access by selecting the
Detail button.
A window will open listing your predefined Budget Line Items. Enter the cost details as per your
subcontractors bid. All fields in this screen can be changed as desired, however, new line items cannot be
added. This can only done from within the Budget screen.
The Detail button allows you to see
the detail line items supporting a bid,
and allows you to make any changes
if necessary to existing entries. If a
bid has been Awarded then it will
display in red in the main bid screen.
An awarded bid will automatically
create a contract record for that
subcontractor.
After the costs have been entered
select Save and exit this screen to
return to the main Bid Entry screen.

Definitions of the buttons from the Offsite Bid Entry screen are:

Delete
Print

Save your entry and return to the main menu.
Select this to enter a new bid.
Enter a revision to an existing bid.
Allows you to enter the detail line item information for a specific bid.
To award and finalize bid selection for a subcontractor. This automatically creates a
contract record and will assign the next available contract number. You can override this
with another contract number desired.
Deletes the selected or highlighted bid entry for a sub.
Allows you to either display or print a Bid Comparison report for selected bids.

Exit

Exits the bid screen and returns you to the main menu without saving.

Save
New
Revision
Detail
Award
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Creating Offsite Contracts
Upon awarding a bid, you can proceed to Purchasing: Offsite Contracts: Create a Contract to finish
the contract set-up and preparation. You will initially be asked to choose the Subcontractor that you
would like to create the contract for and then the main Offsite Contracts screen will. Inside you will see it
displaying a summary line for each contract and/or change order for this subcontractor.
Please Note: If a bid was awarded during the bidding process it will already appear in this screen with all the detailed
line items so all you have to do is verify the amount and generate your contract documents.

Creating a Contract without Bidding
Or, if you do not use the bidding system,
you can simple create a new contract by
selecting New. This will display small a
window with the next sequential contract
number in the system. If you already
have a number assigned you can enter it
here. Select the Add button to proceed.
When the new contract entry is created
the Date column will default to today.
This can be changed. Then select the
Phase for this contract followed by the
Detail button to open the Offsite
Contract screen (below).
To enter the line items select New.
An Item # will automatically be
assigned. As you select the Trade for
each line item the Cost Code will
automatically appear if cost codes
have been setup. Then enter the
Quantity, Unit (i.e., EA, hr, etc.),
the Item Description, and Unit Cost
for each line item.
The Total Cost will automatically be
calculated. Use the Notes field to
enter additional comments or
descriptions. The Item Date will
default to today’s date and can be changed at this point if desired. A date will also appear in the Export
Date field if this contract record has been exported to an accounting system.
Special Note: By clearing the export date a contract record can be re-exported if required.
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Important: If you set-up your default list of line items for the offsite contract category (see page 7-8 for details),
then you will be able to select the item from a dropdown that will appear in the description column which will save
you data entry time.

Use the Save button to save your changes and the Delete button to delete a specific line item. Exit will
return you to the main Offsite Contracts summary screen.

Preparing Contract Documents
After entering all the cost details you will be ready to Print your contract
documents. The contract consists of the addendum or contract detail
information and the contract boilerplate information.
Select Contract Addendum to print the detailed addendum information.
This preformatted document can be tailored for your company. To create
the contract boilerplate document you will need to merge the appropriate
information from Purchasing Power with your contract merge document.
You will first have to insert the merge fields into your contract document in
order to use this feature (see page 11 for details).

Revising a Contract
The Revisions button in the Offsite Contracts screen allows you create revisions or change orders to an
original contract. After selecting Revisions the process of entering the revision information is identical to
the original contract entry. The addendum document adds the revisions to the original contract amount for
reporting purposes. You also have the ability to add a Description and/or Comments along with extensive
Notes for each contract. This descriptive information will print on your contract addendum document.
Note: The Export Date is automatically updated when your contracts are exported to your accounting system. By
clearing the export date a contract record can be re-exported if required.

Contract Tracking
Pictured to the right, the Contract
Tracking feature allows you to keep
track of your contracts and various
stages in-between. This allows you to
manage
your
contracts
more
effectively. You can fill in the
information as desired and a report
can be Printed for all the contracts
that have been issued.
Please Note: If any of the license expiration dates expire, Purchasing Power will notify you before you enter the
Create a Contract screen
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Creating Contract Draw Schedules
Purchasing Power allows you to
create contract Draw Schedules that
allow
you
to
inform
your
Subcontractors of what you will allow
them to accept as a payment.
You can create multiple draws on any
number of items per line item spread
over whatever pay points you have
setup for that trade/cost code.
To enter this screen simply select the
Draw Schedule button from the main contract screen and the window above will open. You will notice
that it will listing all the items for the contract that you had selected.
Before entering your Draw Qty make sure that the Spread percentages are accurate. If you need to change
this for any particular line item you can by selecting the Change Spread button. Then you will enter the
This Draw Qty amount. When you create additional draws, the Qty Remaining field will reflect the
remaining quantity of each items that is left.
The Print button will allow you to print you draw schedule to send to your subcontractor. Exit will
prompt you to Save and return you to the main contract screen. Next time you enter the Draw Schedule
screen it will automatically increment to the next draw, starting off with the balance remaining from the
previous draw/s.
Please Note: To view or re-print a previous draw that you have created, just enter the draw number in the This Draw
field and the screen will automatically show you the draw number you entered.

PCO (Preliminary Change Orders)
This screen allows you create and track
Preliminary Offsite Change Orders for the
subcontractor.
By clicking Add PCO you can add an
change order, select its Origin, and track if
it is Approved or Rejected. Any approved
PCO automatically becomes a regular
change order.
The PCO Detail button allows you to enter
your detailed line items. (For more
information regarding entering change order details please refer to page 9)
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Onsite Bidding & Contracts
Onsite budgets, bids, and contracts are
considered lot specific, where your costs are
typically entered by plan/elevation. An example
of an onsite contract would be cabinets, where
the bids are made for each of your plan types.
We recommend that you begin by entering your Original Onsite Budget first (to have something to
compare your bids or actual costs to), and then moving onto either Subcontractor Bid Entry or Create a
Contract depending on your needs or requirement.

Creating an Onsite Budget
The purpose of creating a Budget is to have a point of reference from which to compare subcontractor bids
with your budget requirements. The budgeting function will allow you to print a detailed Bid Comparison
Report which can assist you in deciding which subcontractor should be awarded the contract.
To begin entering your Original
Budget buy going to Purchasing:
Onsite Contracts: Original Onsite
Budgeting. This screen will display
the list of trades used in the
construction process of each plan
according to the trades selected in the
Select Onsite/Offsite Trade Codes
screen (see page 8).
It is recommended, that you use your
Bid Master Phase (see page 10),
which should have all your plan
elevation combinations in it for the
entire project, to input your master
budget. Doing so will allow you to
copy your budget from this Master Budget, to each phase, without missing any plane/elevation
combinations, which may or may not exist in the individual construction phases.
Simply, enter the budget amount for each trade/plan elevation combination. The Dup Budget button will
duplicate any budget amount to any field to the right of the selected field. This can be helpful is the budget
is the same amount for certain plans and trades.
Using Notes you can add any additional information per trade, and the Zero Suppress option allows to
exclude, or hide from the screen, any trades that have a zero budget (across all the plan), that are not
applicable for that project. A similar filter is offered in the print screen.
18
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Adding Your Project mix to the Budget Report
Since you are using you Bid Maser phase, which is a fake phase that represents the entire project, it does
not actually have the correct mix of plan/elevation combinations for the entire project. When using the
Print option you can select Use an Alternate Mix to input the project mix to print your Original Budget
representing the entire project accurately.
To revise your original budget, and to be able to track the revision, it is recommended that you do in the
budget by trade screen.

Budget by Trade
To revise your original budget, or to enter your budget by
trade go to Purchasing: Onsite Contracts: Budget by
Trade. Here you can easily manage and track the budget for
the selected trade in greater detail than via the Original
Budget screen.
If you did not set-up an Original Budget, then you can
select New to add the budget entry. The Budget Date
column will default to today’s date (which can be
changed), and the Budget Total will appear as zero.
Enter any Comments/Descriptions you desire. A Notes
field is provided for any additional information you
wish to enter. Select Costs to enter the budget amount
per plan.
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The Onsite Budget Detail screen (right) displays each plan and elevation combination for the phase along
with the number of lots (Quantity) that will have that particular plan constructed. This mix is derived
from the information entered in the Sequence Sheet.
Enter the cost details for each plan in the Budget Per Unit field. Enter all amounts for each plan. The
Total Budget field will be automatically calculated as you enter each bid amount. Once completed, press
Save and exit the screen.
After the budget line items have been entered you can hit the Save button to exit and return to the main
Budget Entry screen.
The Revision button will automatically duplicate the selected
budget with zero cost. The Rev# column will reflect the next
consecutive revision number for that budget. You will now be able
to enter the costs for this new budget.
The Copy function will allow you to copy your budget to other
phases. Print allows you to print a Direct Construction Budget
report. This will show all the budget information per plan and
trade as setup in the Original Onsite Budgeting (see page 18).

Subcontractor Bid Entry
After choosing Subcontractor Bid
Entry, you will be asked to pick the
phase and trade that you will enter your
bids for. If your subcontractors are
bidding for the entire project, it is highly
recommended that you do all your
bidding from a Bid Master Phase
(please see 10 for more details).
Note: If this is the first time you are
bidding for this Trade it is
recommended that you setup your
budget first. (See page 18 for details)

Select New to enter a new bid. A new line item
will be created. The Bid Date will automatically
default to today’s date (which can be overridden)
and the Total Bid will be zero. You will need to
select a Subcontractor.
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The next step is to enter the cost details as per the subcontractors bid. This is done in the Bid Detail screen
which is accessed using the Costs button.
A window will open displaying each plan for the phase. You can enter the cost per plan and if they are the
same use the Dup Bid button to duplicate the costs down from the plan you are on.
If there is a variation in cost for a particular plan elevation, then use the button in the far left column
Elevations where you can adjust the amounts individually.
The Total Bid field will be automatically calculated as you enter each bid amount. Once completed, press
Save and exit the screen. Upon exiting you will be returned to the Onsite Subcontractor Bids screen.
Here you will notice that the Total Bid for the subcontractor will now reflect the total of the amounts you
just entered.
At any point during the bidding process you can revise an existing budget using the Revision button.
When this is selected the budget will automatically duplicate with zero cost details and the Rev# column
will reflect the next consecutive revision number for that subcontractor. Then enter the cost details as
mentioned above.
Print allows you to print the Bid Comparison Report to compare your bids to your budget and to assist
you in making a decision as to which subcontractor is to be awarded the contract. Another report of
interest is the Subcontractor Bid/Onsite Budget Summary Report. This can be found under Purchasing:
Contract Reports. A sample of this report is pictured below.
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Awarding a Bid
To award and finalize a bid, select the subcontractor and hit the Award button.
If you are in the Bid Master phase you will be prompted for which Phase you
would like to award the bid. Using the Bid Master phase for bidding will allow
you to award the bid to each phase as necessary and to track all your bidding for
the entire project from one screen. If you input your bids in actual construction
phases you will only be able to award the bid to that phase.
When awarding a contract, a screen will appear with the next
consecutive contract number. Either accept the computer generated
contract number, or use your own pre-determined number.
If a bid has been awarded then the entry will be displayed in red. An
awarded bid will automatically create a contract with the costs already
entered so when you go to the Create a Contract menu item you will be
able to generate your contract and payment schedules. See the next section for details.

Creating Onsite Contracts
Upon awarding a bid, you can now proceed to Purchasing: Onsite Contracts: Create a Contract to
finish the contract setup and preparation. Choose the Subcontractor that you would like to create a
contract for. You will now see the Onsite Contracts screen that will display a summary line for each
contract and/or change order that you have with this subcontractor. If you have awarded a bid, your
contract will already be in here ready for you to print your contract documents and addendums.
If you are entering a new
contract, start by selecting
New. A small window with
the next sequential contract
number will appear. Hit Add
to accept, or type enter
another number of your
choice. Then select the Phase
(in the Phase column) from
the dropdown list. The system
will default to today’s date in
the Date field which you can
change.
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Use the Costs button to begin entering the costs associated with each plan elevation combination. The
Onsite Contracts Plan Mix screen pulls the plan/elevation information from the sequence sheet for the
phase that you have selected.
Enter the Plan Unit Cost and the system will
calculate the Total Cost based on the
quantity mix per plan.
Note: The Dup Cost button will duplicate
the selected cost down the row

After you have completed entering the unit
cost for each plan, the Total Contract
amount will display in the top right of the
screen. To complete the contract setup, you
now will select the Spread button to spread
the plan costs to each of the lots in the
selected phase.
If you have already setup the Pay Points (Contract Spread %'s) (see page 9), then the Onsite Contracts
Lot Spread screen will be open. If your Pay Points have not been setup, you will be prompted to do this at
this point.
How you set up your pay points will determine how the plan costs are spread. If there have been any
changes made to the sequence sheet, the Refresh button on the main contract screen, will bring in the new
mix thereby allowing you to generate a new Pay Schedule Addendum.
The Lot Detail button, also displays the lot spread, however does not recalculate any of the fields. So if
you make changes in the Plan Mix it will not effect the lot spread until you re-spread it.
The Copy Contract button allows you to copy a contract from phase to phase and also gives you the
option to roll up any revisions. The Copy to Budget function is similar to copy contract however here you
copy the contract costs to become a new budget for any phase.
Note: When copying to a phase with a plan/elevation combination that does not exist on the phase from which you are
copying (e.g. plan 4A exists on the destination phase but not the source), then the costs for that plan/elevation (4A)
will not be updated. You will need to enter any costs manually.

The Onsite Contracts Lot Spread screen displays the Lot & Plan numbers, the Plan Cost (as per the
subcontractor), and the breakdown of the Pay Points (pictured on next page). The name of each pay point
will appear as the column header according to how you setup your contract spread (pay points) for the
subcontractor or trade.
Note: You can change the Plan Cost and pay point dollar amounts for special contract revision situations or where a
specific lot has different costs.
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If you scroll further to the right you can
add a Lot Description and any further
Notes followed by the Item Date which
defaults to today’s date but can be
overwritten if desired. A date will also
appear in the Export Date field if this
contract record has been exported to an
accounting system. Use the Save button
to save your changes and Exit.
Note: You do have the ability to
override the lot and pay point
spread in this screen at any time.
Also, by clearing the Export
Date a contract record can be reexported if required.

Preparing a Contract to Print
You are now ready to prepare your contract documents by selecting the Print button on the main Onsite
Contracts screen. The contract consists of the Onsite Payment Schedule and the Contract Boilerplate
information.
Select Onsite Payment Schedule to print the detailed payment schedule. This is a pre-formatted
document that can be tailored for your company. To create the contract Boilerplate document you will
merge the appropriate information using the Word template that you have created (see page 11).
The Budget/Contract Comparison report allows you to compare
your budget with the subcontractors quoted cost. This report will
display the variance/difference between the two on a per plan basis.
The Contract Merge Document option allows you to select your
contract merge document and the Pricing Agreement can be used to
in place of the Payment Schedule or as a preliminary document for
the subcontractor to agree upon the pricing before issue you contract
documents.
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Revising a Contract
The Revisions button in the main Onsite Contracts screen allows you create a revision or change order to
the original contract. After selecting Revisions, for the contract you wish to change, the process of
entering the revision information is identical to the original contract entry.
The addendum document adds the revisions to the original contract amount for reporting purposes. You
also have the ability to add Description/Comments and extensive Notes for each contract revision. This
information will print on your contract addendum document. The Export Date is automatically updated
when your contracts are exported to your accounting system. Use Save or the Exit to save your changes
and to exit.
Please Note: If a change order is lot specific, you will enter your cost for the specific plan in the Plan Mix screen,
spread it, and then in the Lot Detail screen adjust the amounts as necessary for each lot.

Contract Tracking
Pictured to the right, the Contract Tracking
feature is allows you to keep track of your
contracts and various stages in-between. This
allows you to manage your contracts more
effectively. You can fill in the information as
desired and a report can be Printed for all the
contracts that have been issued.
Please Note: If any of the license expiration dates expire, Purchasing Power will notify you before you enter the
Create a Contract screen

Roll Contracts
Found in the main Onsite Contracts menu, Roll Contracts
provides a convenient way of awarding multiple contracts
from pone phase to another. After selecting the To and From
phases, the following screen will open.
Here you will be able to Select which contracts to roll or
copy to the other phase. You can enter the To Contract
number, or leave it blank for it to be automatically assigned.
Then select Roll Contracts to complete the process.
Note: When using the roll function, be aware that if you roll to
a phase with a plan/elevation combination that does not exist on the phase from which you are copying (e.g. plan 4A
exists on the destination phase but not the source), then the costs for that plan/elevation (4A) will not be updated. You
will need to enter any costs manually for each new contract created.
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Find a Contract
This menu item allows you to search for either an onsite or offsite contract by the contract number. When
prompted for the contract number leave it blank if you want to see the complete list.

Options Ordering
This menu item links to our Options Plus
module. If you have an existing options order
you would like to view/edit you can do this in
three different ways: 1) Find By Buyer Last Name, 2) Find By Project - Lot Number, 3) Find By Phase Lot Number. For information about Options Ordering, please refer to our Options Plus User Guide.

Purchase Orders
There are three categories of Purchase Orders
that can be created. These are: Lot Specific - for
PO’s that relate to only one specific lot, Non-Lot
Specific - for PO’s that relate to all lots in a
particular phase, and Multiple Lots - that is
phase specific that allows the allocation of one
PO to multiple lots.
To the right is an image depicting the Purchase Order menu for Purchasing Power. Each menu item will
be defined in the following sections.

Add Purchase Orders
Select Purchasing: Purchase Orders: Add a
Purchase Order from the main menu and choose
between lot specific and non-lot specific PO’s.
Once you have selected the phase (and lot - if
applicable) the screen to the left will appear.
Please Note: Both the lot specific and non-lot
specific screens are identical. The Allocate To
Lot column allows you to assign each line to a
specific lot.
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1. To add an item to the P.O. it is best to start with selecting the appropriate vendor or subcontractor.
This is done using the pull down list at the top left-hand corner of the screen.
Select New from the bottom of the screen to begin adding your Purchase Order line items for this
particular vendor. You will notice that the Qty, Cost, and Total Amount columns will
automatically fill with ‘0’ value. Enter all the pertinent information for each specific Purchase
Order item that you want to order through this vendor. Use the chart below as a guide.
Purchase Order columns defined
Qty

The number of items you wish to order.

Unit

The unit of measurement for the item.

Item
Description
Cost
Total
Amount

A description of the item and/or product you are ordering.

Notes

To add additional notes or information regarding that particular item. The field
will be highlighted in red if any notes are entered.

Cost Code

This is used to accurately assign this item to the appropriate cost code for
exporting purposes to your back office accounting software (if applicable).

The cost per unit of the item.
This is filled in automatically and is calculated by multiplying the quantity of
items purchased by the total cost per unit.

2. To print or display your PO select the Print button
3. To save new PO’s or Back Charges select Save. To erase a particular item select it, and press the
Delete button. Exit will close the PO screen and will always prompt you to save any changes.
Select Yes to save and exit, or No to exit without saving.

Purchase Order screen buttons
Eraser button which will delete the entire PO.
Move Phase

Only works on non-lot specific PO's to allow you to allocate this PO to another phase.

Insert Line

Allows you to insert a line anywhere on the PO

Track PO

This button allows you to enter various dates that you can
track in relation to the PO. These fields will print on some
of the PO tracking reports.
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Revision

This button is only active if the PO line items have been exported. Creates new
revision line for export.

Bck Chrg

A back charge is a credit purchase order. To back charge an item select the Bck Chrg
button. A window similar to the PO screen will open. Follow the same procedures to
add items and/or products to backcharge as is outlined in section 1 at the top of the
page (for more detail about Back Charges see page 29).

Copy

This is used to accurately assign this item to the appropriate cost code for exporting
purposes to your back office accounting software (if applicable).

Miscellaneous PO Menu Items
There are several menu items found under the Service: Purchase Order menu (see the screen image on
page 20) which are briefly described below.
1. Find & Edit Standard Purchase Orders: Allows you to find your desired purchase order by PO
number, or to view a list of all PO’s from all phases and projects.
3. Purchase Orders by Phase: Allows you to print or display a Purchase Order Summary Report
listing and totaling the cost of each lot or non-lot specific purchase order by one or more phases.
4. Purchase Order Item Detail by Phase: Print or display each PO
with a detailed list of each item by lot. There are many useful filters
for this report (pictured right).
5. Purchase Orders Cost Detail: This selection prints (or displays) a
report showing purchase orders sorted by the subcontractor trade
(cost code).
6. Purchase Orders by Subcontractor: To print a selection of
purchase orders sorted by either one or all subcontractors.
7. Subcontractor PO Summary: Quick summary of the number of
PO’s and their dollar totals sorted by phase, subs, and type of PO.
8. Purchase Order Log: PO log sorted in chronological order by one or all phases.
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Back Charges
A Back Charge is a credit Purchase Order
which is made when, for instance, a
subcontractor damages something in the
process of doing there work. From the menu
there are three options to choose from picture right.

Adding a Back Charge
There are two types of Back Charges that can be created. One is Lot Specific - that relate to only one
specific lot, and Non Lot Specific - that relate to all lots in a particular phase. To add a back charge select
Purchasing: Back Charge: Add Back Charges from the main menu. Once you have selected the phase
and lot (if applicable) the screen below will appear.
1. To add an item to the Back Charge, it is best to start with selecting the appropriate vendor or
subcontractor. This is done using
the pull down list at the top lefthand corner of the screen.
Select New from the bottom of
the screen to begin adding your
items for this particular vendor.
You will notice that the Qty, Cost,
and Total Amount columns will
automatically fill with ‘0’ value.
Enter all the pertinent information
for each item that you want to
charge back to this vendor. Use
the chart below as a guide.

Back Charge main screen columns defined
Qty

The number of items you wish to back charge.

Unit

The unit of measurement for that particular item.

Item
Description
Cost
Total
Amount

A description of the item and/or product.

Notes

To add additional notes or information regarding the item. The field will be
highlighted in red if any notes are entered.

The cost per unit of the item.
This is filled in automatically, and is calculated by multiplying the quantity of
items purchased by the total cost per unit.
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Cost Code

This is used to accurately assign this item to the appropriate cost code for
exporting purposes to your back office accounting software (if applicable).

2. To print or display your Back Charge select the Print button. You will be given the choice to either
display or view an actual Back Charge or print an intent to Back Charge. Add any verbiage you
may require, or select whether or not you wish to include the line item notes.
3. To save a Back Charge select Save. To erase an item, select it, and then press the Delete button.
Exit will close the Back Charge screen, but will always prompt you to save any changes. Select
Yes to save and exit, or No to exit without saving.

Miscellaneous Back Charge Menu Items
There are a few menu items found under the Purchasing: Back Charge menu, which are briefly
described below.
1. Find and Edit a Back Charge: Allows you to find your desired back charge by its number or to
view a list of all Back Charges from all phases and projects by leaving the Back Charge number
field blank.
2. Back Charge Summary by Phase: Print or display a Report that lists and totals the cost of each
Back Charge per phase.
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Contract Reports
Pictured to the right is the menu items found under Purchasing:
Contract Reports. Most of these reports are scattered throughout
the Purchasing Power module but can also be found here for easy
access. A brief summary of some of the reports is provided below.
Commitments by Phase: Creates a Commitment
Report sorting and totaling all committed Contracts and
Purchase orders by trade cost code for either one or all
phases.
Contracts Summary by Phase: Provides a more specific
report with numerous options for which specific data you
would like to appear. See the image to the right for details.
Direct Construction Budget: Under this menu option you
hare provided with two options: 1) Budget Report which will
print a Direct Construction Budget report for an entire phase,
by plan type, and trade cost code, 2) Budget vs Actual which will display the variance/difference
between the budgeted cost and the actual cost of the committed contracts sorted by plan type.
Offsite Budget vs Actual: Displays the variance/difference between the budgeted cost and the actual
cost of the committed contracts sorted by the offsite contract category.
Contract Tracking: Allows you to print an overview and status report, detailing contracts and the
various stages prior to completion and settlement. This will print all contracts for the selected phase
by contract number. The option is also provided to print by subcontractor.
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AutoPay
AutoPay is an add-on feature in IBSWIN that provides your field superintendents and office personnel
with the ability to review and approve online Purchase Orders and Contract Pay Schedules.
It provides a simple user interface that can be accessed by a “wireless” laptop PC or desktop computer and
automatically creates invoice or payment transactions for your accounting system. This eliminates the
need to manually enter invoices in your accounting system. Your accounting department and management
team still have the ability to review and approve invoices prior to check processing via the available
reporting.
AutoPay saves time entering and matching invoices against POs and contract for your accounting staff, it
simplifies approvals for your field superintendents, and it eliminates the need for your subcontractors to
submit invoices. Many homebuilders have been able to negotiate better prices from their subcontractors
by implementing this AutoPay process and making their accounting much easier.

Superintendant View
Used individually, or as the first step in using AutoPay, Superintendant View is used to approve the
payment of the purchase orders or contract pay points that have been issued previously in IBSWIN. By
selecting Purchasing: Superintendent View.
There are three selections; 1) Scheduling/PO
Approval, 2) Non-Lot Specific PO Approval,
and 3) Contract Approval.
The Scheduling/PO Approval screen below provides your superintendents with the ability to update the
schedule tasks for the selected lot, review and approve purchase orders, and print various reports that they
would need.
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Purchase Order Approval Process
Onsite PO's are selected from the
main Superintendant View screen,
whereas Non-lot Specific PO's has a
separate menu item. The approval
process is however exactly the same.
Upon selecting the Edit PO button
for a specific PO, the screen to the
right will open. Your superintendent
would simply select the lines by
checking the Apprv'd column for
each item that they are approving for
payment.
Upon completion of the Purchase Order approvals, the superintendent (or accounting manager) can print
out a report detailing the approved invoices.
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Contract Approval Process
The Contract approvals can be done in a similar manner to the
Purchase Orders. After selecting the phase to approve contracts
for, a window will open listing all the available contracts and
change orders for the superintendant to select and approve.
Upon selection of the a contract, the Onsite Contract Detail
For Payment Approval screen will display pictured below). By
selecting the approved pay points, your superintendents can quickly facilitate the payment processing.

In addition, an Approved
For Payment form can be
prepared as pictured right.
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Invoices
Invoicing is the final step in the process of
using the AutoPay system, and cannot be used
separately. The Invoicing module generates the
invoice payment that is used for accounting by creating the actual electronic invoice record that will
interface with your accounting system. This process can be completed by either the purchasing or
accounting departments.
After selecting Generate Invoices, from the main Invoice menu you will be able to process either
contracts or purchase orders. Each selection will display a list of approved items that a ready to be
invoiced.
Simply check each contract or PO
that you wish to generate an invoice
for and then select the Generate
Invoice button.
After the contract/PO selection is
made, the system can then prepare
various documents that management
can review prior to finalizing the
creation of the actual
approved
invoices for your accounting system.
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Final Steps for AutoPay
The final step for the AutoPay process is to export your Invoices. Please review the next section of this
User Guide for more information.
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Exporting Commitments
IBSWIN provides a simple electronic interface of commitment information (purchase orders (all
modules), onsite contracts and revisions, offsite contracts and revisions, and invoices) to many back-office
accounting programs including: Sage 100, Sage 300, BudgetTrac, and Maxwell,. How to export to Sage
100 and Sage 300 is described in the applicable sections below.
Important Note: The following sections below explain only the procedures of creating an export file. To import to
your accounting program and/or to configure IBSWIN to communicate accurately is beyond the scope of this user
guide. The setup and configuration procedures for exporting can be complicated and certain preliminary information
is required from the accounting department/s to do so correctly.
We suggest reviewing the Setting Up Common Database Files in our Set-up & Configuration User Guide (if you
are not familiar with how your inventory is setup in IBSWIN). Then you will need to follow the instructions provided
in the Exporting to Sage 100/Sage 300/BudgetTrac Quick Setup Guides to configure your IBSWIN database to ensure
that the correct data is exported. Please contact your Pharaoh representative for further assistance.

Sage 100 Contractor
To export IBSWIN commitments to
Sage 100 you will need to go to the
Tools: Export Functions: Sage 100
Contractor menu as seen below:

Begin by selecting what information or
type of commitment you would like to export (i.e.:
Purchase Orders, Onsite or Offsite Contracts,
Onsite or Offsite Budgets).
When selected, you will need to specify the phase
that you would like to export PO’s for (in this
example). Selecting Toggle all PO’s for export
will pre-checked all PO’s for export when you go
into the export screen. Otherwise, you can check
(or uncheck) which PO’s are ready for export.
Please Note: The export screen only displays
commitments or that have NOT been previously
exported.

After making your selections, but before using the Export button, we recommend that you use the Print
button to print an Export Audit Report. This will give you a summary of what is going to be sent over to
Sage 100. You will then be required to select the correct Sage 100 company folder to export the data to.
Please make sure the person doing the export has both the knowledge and authority to do this.
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Once the export process is complete, the PO’s selected should automatically appear in Sage 100 ready for
accounting review. Please consult your Sage 100 consultant for further help if necessary. In IBSWIN each
commitment line item will automatically receive an Export Date. This will prevent them from being
exported a second time.
To re-export a PO or contract, simply delete the export date and re-process the export. Sage 100 will not
allow duplicate POs or contracts to be imported.

Sage 300 Construction
The Sage 300 export function allows you specify
the Phase that you would like to export POs,
Contracts, Budgets, Invoices, and Subcontractors.
After selecting one of the menu options, will be
prompted to select one or more phases that will list
all the available commitments not previously exported.
The Toggle all contracts for export field will allow you to pre-select all commitments not previously
exported by entering a check mark in the associated box. Select OK to see a display of all the nonexported commitments. You can select/deselect any specific items you want or do not want to be
exported. Whilst in this screen we recommend printing an Export Audit Report. This gives you a printed
record of what will be sent to Sage 300.
Select Export to start the export. Another window will
open where you will need to provide a file name, and
select the folder to which the export file will be saved. We
recommend that the file name coincide with the type of
export and the date (i.e. - PO0215). In addition, we
recommend that you export the file to the main Sage 300
directory/folder. This will make the importing process
easier for the accounting people. The system will create a
comma delimitated text file with .JCC extension in this
folder.
Once a PO and/or contract has been exported IBSWIN will
automatically date the detail line item to prevent them
from being exported a second time. To re-export a PO or contract, simply delete the export date and
reprocess the export. Sage 300 will not allow duplicate POs or contracts to be imported.
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